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Proposal for adding four characters in Kashmiri to the BMP of the UCS

Introduction:
This document is the proposal for the inclusion of four additional characters to be added
into the UCS for the Kashmiri language.

Rationale behind adding four characters:
The additional characters for the Kashmiri language represent vowels sounds 'û' & 'ü' of
Devangari script. In Devanagari, for û sound, vowel is written as ॷ and corresponding matra is written
as ॹ while, for sound 'ü', vowel is written as ॸ and matra is written as ॺ. Earlier, the two vowel sounds &
corresponding matras were not encoded in the Devanagari code chart, since it was presumed to use
nearly similar appearing character shapes of Gurumukhi script. But, using the similar appearing character
shapes from another script did not seemed as a feasible solution and thereby till date nobody could
successfully implement the Kashmiri language using existing Devanagari Unicode chart (Please see
Annex A).
Lot of Kashmiri content is available showing the usage of these characters. For example,
periodicals like 'Koshur Samachar, Delhi', 'Härvan monthly netjournal of Project Zaan' and 'Khir
Bhawani Times, Jammu' (Please see Annex B for images of these periodicals). KashmiriDevanagari
writing software (Akruti software) developed by Cyberscape Multimedia Ltd., under the guidance of
Project Zaan is also available for users. Additionally, the sounds û and ü are represented in Arabic script
by [إu+0625] & [ٳu+0673] respectively.

The proposed code point and character properties for Kashmiri language in Devanagari script are
as follows:

Proposed code point (additional vowels) for Kashmiri in Devanagari code chart:
U+0977

ॷ

DEVANAGARI LETTER U WITH CIRCUMFLEX

U+0978

ॸ

DEVANAGARI LETTER U WITH DIAERESIS

U+0979
ॹ

DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN U WITH CIRCUMFLEX

U+097A
ॺ

DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN U WITH DIAERESIS

Unicode character properties:
0977;DEVANAGARI LETTER U WITH CIRCUMFLEX;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
0978;DEVANAGARI LETTER U WITH DIAERESIS;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
0979;DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN U WITH CIRCUMFLEX;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
097A;DEVANAGARI VOWEL SIGN UWITH DIAERESIS;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
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Figure 1: From Basic Reader for Kashmiri Language

Figure 2: From Basic Reader for Kashmiri Language

DevanagariKashmiri standardization happened in JulyAugust 2002 under the leadership
of Shri Roop Krishen Bhat. The standardized alphabet for the DevanagariKashmiri is given in Figure 2
above. Characters highlighted within the red rectangle are not incorporated in the Unicode 5.0
Devanagari code chart. ॲ is added in the Unicode 5.1.0 Beta standard while ॸ,
incorporated in the Unicode.

ॷ,

ॹ and ॺare to be

Figure 3: From Book Kashmiri Primar written by Shri Roop Krishen Bhat. Shows
vowels and corresponding matras.

Figure 4: Shows the usage of characters for vowel sound 'û' & 'ü' from Basic Reader
for kashmiri Language.

Annex A
KashmiriDevanagari script got standardized in 2002. Due to unavailability of the
proposed characters in Devanagari script many users used Gurumukhi character 'u' & 'uu' matra instead
of the proposed characters. It created lots of problems since Gurumukhi characters were specifically
designed for Gurumukhi script and it was not matching with the proportions of devanagari script
characters. Since it is possible to use Gurumukhi characters for KashmiriDevanagari in proprietary
encoding format. Same is presently not possible with Unicode, since rendering engine comes into picture
for processing Unicode string. People from Kashmiri community tried to used these characters in
Unicode, but approach was bit different. Usage of Devanagari letter U+0952 ॒॒ anudatta for Kashmiri
character ॹ is observed but is not a recommended measure.
Observations and Inferences:
1. The Gurumukhi shape it not same as required in for Kashmiri language. See Fig. 5 and 6.

Figure 5 : Comparison of characters from Kashmiri Primar Book
and Unicode Gurumukhi Chart.

Figure 6 : Text Composed using Lohit Punjabi Font.

Figure 7 : From book 'Basic Reader for Kashmiri Language'
by M.K. Raina & Neelam Trakru.

From Figure 5 and Figure 7, we can view the difference between the two character shapes
and there usage. Comparison table below reflects the same:

Gurumukhi ੁੁ , ੁੂ

Kashmiri

Horizontally very straight

Matras bent in middle, like devanagari
Chandrabindu u+0903

ॹ, ॺ

2. In Gurumukhi, ੁੁ reprsents sound 'u' while ੁੂ represents sound 'uu'. Kashmiri characters ॹand
ॺ represents sounds 'û' and 'ü'.

3. Using characters of Gurumukhi script in Devanagari script is very problematic for NLP
Operations. Identification of Script will be problematic.

4. Rendering engine (Pango, ICU & Uniscribe) doesn't support mixing of script for one
language, as they treat each script differently. They are treating these mix characters of
different script as different syllable of Bramhi Script and through dotted circle (U+25cc)
showing it as invalid combination. Example, कੁੁ. Rendering engine needs to assume
devanagari syllable can have gurumukhi characters which is wrong.

5. Using these two matras will not solve the problem since Kashmiri language require
corresponding character for vowel ॷ and ॸ . Since as per rule of Bramhi script syllable we
can't combine matras to the vowels. Therefore, as per this proposal we need four code points
for characters ॷ , ॹ, ॸ, and ॺ

Annex B
Images from famous periodicals showing uses of characters proposed

Figure 8 & 9: From Koshur Samachar December 2007.

Figure 10 : From 'Härvan' monthly net journal of project Zaan, August 2007
by M.K Raina.
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